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Test • Unit 25
Phrasal Verbs
Money, Money, Money
Part I
1. Intransitive Phrasal Verbs
A

Write C (correct) or I (incorrect) for each sentence.

C

1. Alex and Reza just don’t get along.
2. Maria doesn’t eat out much food because it is so expensive.
3. The cost of living goes up every month!
4. I’m sorry, I can’t pay the rent today. Can you hold until Monday on?
5. It was a difficult job, but Jae-Sun refused to give away.
6. Yesterday the rain set on at lunchtime and didn’t stop until the evening.
7. Vincenzo should watch out. He uses his credit card without thinking.

B

Complete the sentence with the correct word from the box.

back

down

in

on

out

up

1. What does your son want to be when he grows

?

before the end of her vacation.

2. Lina’s traveler’s checks ran
3. Come

up

, Steve, we don’t have much time! The bank closes in 10 minutes.

4. The store had to close for an hour when its computer system broke
5. I hear you bought a house. When are you moving

.

?

6. A: Isn’t it time for Sanjit to return from Germany?
B: Yes, he’s coming

C

on Friday.

Circle the correct answer.

1. The project can’t go ahead / up until the budget is final.
2. Sit in / down. I’ll get you some coffee.
3. Hang on / out! I forgot my car keys.
4. Genevieve spends a lot of time at the gym working along / out.
5. I tried to talk to Lee, but he just went on / away working.
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2. Transitive Phrasal Verbs
A

Write C (correct) or I (incorrect) for each sentence.

C

1. Denis decided to set up a new bank account for his business.
2. Patricia asked for more money, but her boss turned off her idea.
3. Bishen’s calculator broke, so he threw away it.
4. I’m trying to pay my credit card off at the moment.
5. The police never found out the reason for the crime.
6. I can lend you the money, but when will you pay it back?
7. Siriporn changed her travel plans when she figured up the total cost.

B

Reorder the words to write a complete sentence. Use only the punctuation provided.

1. A: The company is a mystery.
B: out / to / it was difficult / find / about it

It was diff icult to f ind out about it.
2. A: The loan was for $10,000.
B: to buy our new car / took / out / we / it

.
3. A: Alexandra has a lot of expenses.
B: writes / in a notebook / them / she / down

.
4. A: Christine was offered a job.
B: down / turned / it / she

.
5. A: Shirin finished her book.
B: away / it / in her desk / put / she

.

C

Circle the correct answer.

Whenever anyone brings out / up / in the subject of managing money, Margot likes to talk about
(1)

her parents. Her mother and father raised five children on a very small budget. They were careful to
work down / out / up the family’s expenses in advance and always put some money away / down / in
(2)

(3)

for the future. When one of the children asked for something special, their parents never turned them
off / back / down. They just said something like, “Yes, dear, when the time comes . . . ” Then, whenever
(4)

their savings built on / up / away to a certain level, they carried in / off / out all their promises.
(5)
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Part II
A	
Rewrite the sentences. Replace the underlined word or phrase with the correct form of the verb in
parentheses. Add the correct particle.

1. Please have a seat, Mr. Reyes. (sit)

Please sit down, Mr. Reyes.
2. I can’t continue giving you money. (go)

.
3. My brother borrowed money from me. He never repaid it. (pay)

.
4. Can you understand the instructions to this game? (f igure).

.
5. My car stopped working in the middle of the street. (break)

.
6. My parents raised five children successfully. (bring)

.

B	
Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verb in parentheses. Add a particle if necessary.

going

1. Anji’s new project is

2.	Because of illness, we had to

(go) very well.
(put) the basketball game until

next Tuesday.
3. Aaliyah

(pick) her books and left the room.

4.	Sebastien and his parents didn’t

(rise) 10 degrees last week.

5. The temperature
6. Serafina is planning to
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(get) well during their last visit.
(set) a new company.
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Part III
Writing
How do you manage your money? Have you figured out a budget? Do you have a plan to save
money for future needs? Write about your money managing strategies. Use phrasal verbs in
your writing.
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